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This is the Firmware Test Report for the firmware to be used in the Earth Observing System (EOS) Advanced Microwave
Sounding Unit-A (AMSU-A) instrument. This document is submitted in response to Contract NAS 5-32314 as CDRL 217,
Firmware Test Report. Refer to Figure 1 for the software documentation tree.
1.2 SCOPE
This document describes the firmware results of the Formal Qualification Test (FQT) / Demonstration conducted on 21 [
March 1997, 8 April 1998, and 14 July 1998 for the EOS/AMSU-A instrument. I
1.3 PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES
The purpose of the Firmware Test Report is to report on results of the functional, performance, and interface tests of the
firmware.
1.4 DOCUMENT STATUS AND SCHEDULE
This is the final submittal of the EOS/AMSU-A Firmware Test Report. After firmware tests are performed as a part of the
first AMSU-A instrument Comprehensive Performance Test (CPT), the CPT Test Report will constitute the basis for final
acceptance of the EOS/AMSU firmware.
1.5 DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION
The EOS/AMSU-A Software Documentation Tree is as shown in Figure I.
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Document Doc. No. CDRL No.
Software Management Plan
Acquisition Activities Plan









































































The firmware test plan is the parent document to this test report as indicated in Figure I.
2.2 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents are referenced or applicable to this test report.
effect.






Unless otherwise specified, the latest issue is in
Test Procedures Data Item Description
Earth Observing System (EOS) Instrument Project Software
Acquisition Management Plan
General Interface Requirements Document (GIRD)
(Copies of NASA documents should be obtained from the NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility, P.O. Box
8757, BWI Airport, Baltimore, MD 21240.)
EOS/AMSU-A Firmware Test Plan
Earth Observing System/Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-A
(EOS/AMSU-A) Firmware Test Procedure
2.3 INFORMATION DOCUMENTS
Report 10345 EOS/AMSU-A Project Plan, Including Project Organization Chart,
WBS Diagram, and Task Description










TEST IDENTIFICATION AND PREPARATION
3.1 FORMAL QUALIFICATION TEST (FQT)
The Formal Qualification Test (FQT) of the EOS/AMSU-A firmware was conducted in two parts: the initial FQT using
breadboard hardware, and the final FQT performed as a part of the initial instrument Comprehensive Performance Test (CPT)
to validate the firmware requirements which could not be validated using the breadboard hardware available for the initial
test.
3.2 FIRMWARE PRODUCTS UNDER TEST
The firmware products tested were:
CSCI # Firmware Description
N7 EOS/AMSU-A 1 Instrument Control Firmware
N8 EOS/AMSU-A 1 Command and Data Handling Firmware
N 11 EOS/AMSU-A2 Instrument Control Firmware
N12 EOS/AMSU-A2 Command and Data Handling Firmware
3.3 DATE OF TEST
The initial test was conducted on 21 March 1997. The final test for the AMSU-A2 instrument was conducted on 8 April I
1998, and the final test for the AMSU-A1 instrument was conducted on 14 July 1998. I
3.4 TEST TEAM MEMBERS
The initial test was conducted by AI Perz and Dennis Luu-EOS/AMSU-A Electronic Design Engineers. The final AMSU-A2
test was conducted by Robert Schwantje-EOS/AMSU-A Software Engineer. The final AMSU-A1 test was conducted by
Robert Platt-EOS/AMSU-A Systems Engineer.
3.5 TEST WITNESSES
The initial tests were witnessed by:
Robert Schwantje Aerojet Payam Zamani JPL
A. R. Weller Aerojet Jan Gohlke JPL
Linda Vance DCMC Geri Chaudhri TRW
Barbara Scott NASA
Pete Pecori NASA
The final tests were witnessed by Aerojet Quality Control representatives.
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3.6 ANOMALOUS CONDITIONS ENCOUNTERED AND RECOVERY PROCEDURES ATTEMPTED
The initial test was begun one hour late due to a broken wire and broken integrated circuit chip on the Engineering Model
breadboard Command and Data Handling circuit board which was to be used for the tests. The hardware was repaired and the
tests were conducted as planned.
A software error in the Special Test Equipment (STE) test software prevented a "FULL PRINT" data record from being
obtained during the EOS/AMSU-A2 portion of the tests. This data is useful in the analysis of the test results but is not
necessary so the tests were continued.
After the hardware was changed to permit testing of the EOS/AMSU-A1 firmware another hardware problem prevented
resumption of testing. This was determined to be a transistor loose in its socket. This condition was corrected and the testing
continued with no further anomalies.





TEST STATUS AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS
4.1 cscrs N8 AND N12
The tests demonstrated that the Command and Data Handling CSCI's N8 and N12 met all the requirements specified in the
NASA General Interface Requirements Document (GIRD) together with the revised packetization requirements for the
EOS/AMSU-A1 data. The functionality of the following requirements were demonstrated during the initial tests. The [



















6.5.7.2.1 Time Code Data and Format
6.5.7.2.2 Time Code Data Transfer
6.5.7.3 Missing Time Marks and Time Code Data (This requirement was waived but the test
verified that only the Time Mark with data equal to "7" could not be missed.)
6.5.8.1 Definition of Instrument Engineering Data
6.5.8.2 Engineering Data Packetization
6.5.8.3.1 Content and Structure
6.5.8.3.2 Engineering Data Rate and Packet Size
6.5.8.4 Engineering Data Transfer
6.5.9.3 Low Rate Science Data Packetization
6.5.9.4 Packet Segmentation (Modified by NASA Direction)
6.5.9.5 Low Rate Science Data Transfer
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4.2 CSCI's N7 AND Nll
I The initial tests demonstrated that the Instrument Control CSCI's N7 and Nll met all the requirements that could be
demonstrated using the limited "breadboard" hardware test suite. The requirements as specified in the Firmware
Requirements Specification, Aerojet Report 10458 that were demonstrated were:
Spec Paragraph Requirement
5.1.1.2a Output a Data Header Including Instrument Status
5.1.1.2b5 Read and Place Radiometer Data in FIFO Memory
All other requirements defining Sensor Mode Selection, Antenna Position Comrol, and Power and Redundancy Switching,
[ together with those that could be demonstrated (as defined above), were verified during the initial instrument CPT.
4.3 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
I The Software Acceptance Review (SWAR) will be conducted after the conclusion of the final FQT at CPT. The CPT Test
Report together with this Test Report will be the basis for the acceptance of the Firmware CSCI's N7, N8, N11, and N12 at
the SWAR.
4.4 TEST DATA SHEETS AND DATA PRINTOUTS
Appendix A contains copies of the Test Data Sheets obtained during the initial FQT. Appendix B contains copies of Data
Printouts from AMSU-A1 initial FQT. Appendix C contains copies of Data Printouts from AMSU-A2 initial FQT. Appendix
D contains copies of Test Data Sheets and Data Printouts from the AMSU-A1 final FQT portion of the instrument CPT.





The outside margins of this document have been marked to indicate where modifications, deletions, or additions have been
made since the previous issue. This is done solely as a convenience to users, who are cautioned to evaluate the requirements










TEST DATA SHEET 1
Test Case 1 (Paragraph 4.3)
Unit Tested (AMSU-A1 or AMSU-A2) AMSU-A1
STE Tape Loaded E1.EXE;3
Instrument Control Tape Loaded OFPN7-202-00-03

















































4.3.2g Nadir 5.1.1.2b,d YES YES NO
5.1.3.1
4.3.2h Warm Cal YES YES NO









































Comments: 1. See SDR EOS 001 and EOS 003, EOS 002 and EOS 004 QC 224 3-21-97
Authentication:
Aerojet System Test: A.F. Perz










TEST DATA SHEET 2
Test Case 2 (Paragraph 4.4)
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Unit Tested (AMSU-A1 or AMSU-A2) AMSU-A1
STE Tape Loaded E1.EXE;3
Instrument ControITape Loaded OFPN7-202-00-03





































































































4.4.8 Invalid APID 5.2.3 YES YES NO See Below QC 224
3-21-97
Comments: EOS 001,002, 003, 004 QC 224 3-21-97
Authentication:
Aerojet System Test: Dennis Luu












TEST DATA SHEET 1
Test Case 1 (Paragraph 4.3)
Unit Tested (AMSU-A1 or AMSU-A2) AMSU-A2
STE Tape Loaded E2.EXE;3
Instrument Control Tape Loaded OFPN11-202-00-03











































4.3.2g Nadir 5.1.1.2b,d YES
5.1.3.1
4.3.2h Warm Cal 5.1.1.2b,d YES
5.1.3.1















































Comments: 1. See SDR EOS 001,002, 003, 004 QC 224 3-21-97
Authentication:
Aerojet System Test: A.F. Perz










TEST DATA SHEET 2
Test Case 2 (Paragraph 4.4)
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Unit Tested (AMSU-A1 or AMSU-A2) AMSU-A2
STE Tape Loaded E2.EXE;3
Instrument Control Tape Loaded OFPN11-202-00-03

















4.4.4a Data Stream 5.1.1.2a, YES YES NO
5.1.3.4, 5.1.3.6
4.4.4c Beam Position 5.1.1.2b5 YES YES NO
NN 5.1.3.7
4.4.4e Channel NN 5.1.1.2b5 YES YES NO
5.1.3.7
4.4.4g YES YES NO
Cold Calibrate YES4.4.4i YES NO
4.4.4k Reflector 5.1.1.2b4 YES YES NO
Positions 5.1.3.7
4.4.5 Checksum 5.1.3.3, 5.1.3.9, YES YES NO
sub-address 5.1.3.10
4.4.6 8-Sec Scan 5.1.3.2 YES YES NO
4.4.7 Skip Time YES YES NO
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SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURE (SQAP)
No: 103 3 Revision: B
Effective Date: 11/19/96
Supersedes:
Page 1 of 1
Approved by:
A. R. Weller
Sr. Software Quality Engineer
Section I SDR # EOS001
To: R. Schwantje Issue date: 3-18-97 Due Date 3-20-97
Project: EOSIAMSU-A Software: EI.EXE;3 Rev: 0 Version: 3
E2.EXE;3
SQA Activity: DRY RUN FQT Date: 3-18-97 Time: 09:30 Location:: 170
Control Document: Report 10458 Rev: A
Section II Discrepancy type: RQMT __ Design __ Code __ Test _ Data 1 Dec. __ Other
Description of Discrepancy:
1) The SQA basis for acceptance requires that Support Software be qualified prior to its use in formal qualification testing where
the results will be used to determine acceptance of the unit under test. The test software has not been qualified.
2) Test software does not provide required functionally to demonstrate compliance to requirements defined in Report 10458,
Firmware Requirements Specification.
Submitted by: Ray Weller Date: 3-18-97 Ext. 1492 Bldg 160 Dept. 7831
Section IlI Analysis and Corrective Action:
I)"['U6 F_.t6O'r 5o_r-r.JAge Is l_ex&t_a£_JO 7-0 Qu._*c_rT" 77rE "173_7- _oFc"_,a-_a
Program Engm_¢_: /7( m V__'-_..-/z_,la,,,.,_e Assigned to Actionee: Due Date:
u
Section IV









SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURE (SQAP)
Revision: BNo: 103 3
Effective Date: 11/19/96
Supersedes:
Page 1 of 1
Approved by:
A. R. Weller
Sr. Software Quality Engineer
Section I SDR # EOSO02
To: R. Schwantje Issue date: 3-21-97 Due Date 3-27-97
Project: EOS/AMSU-A Software: E2.EXE, N9 Rev: 0 Version: 0
SQA Activity: EOSIAMSU-A FQT Date: 3-21-97 Time: 0900 Location:: 170
Control Document: AE26600 Rev: n/c
Section II Discrepancy type: RQMT __ Design __ Code __ Test X Data _ Doc. _ Other
Description of Discrepancy:
A2 Step 5. Error Messages not displayed on Test System Display. Received "0 0"
Submitted by: Ray Weller Date: 3-21-97 Ext. 1492 Bldg 106 Dept. 7831
i
Section 1II Analysis and Corrective Action: ,,_//,//,_
















SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURE (SQAP)
No: 103 3 Revision: B
Effective Date: 11/19/96
Supersedes:















Issue date: 3-21-97 Due Date 3-27-97
E 1.EXE, N6 Rev: 0 Version: 0
Date: 3-21-97 Time: 0930 Location:: 170
Rev: n/c
Section II Discrepancy type: RQMT m Design m Code _ Test X._
Description of Discrepancy:
Data Doc. Other
STE Software could not get out of the Skip 7 command during A1 test.
Submitted by: Ray Weiler Date: 3-21-97 Ext. 1492 Bldg 160 Dept. 7831
Section III Analysis and Corrective Action:
Program Engineer: /_ ._-JL_ r/:,,.,._..)Q_ Assignedto Actionee:
'o
Section IV










SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURE (SQAP)
No: 103_3 Revision: B
Effective Date: I 1/19/96
Supersedes:
Page 1 of I
Approved by:
A. R. Weller
St. Software Quality Engineer
Section I SDR # EOS004
To: R. Schwantje Issue date: 3-2]-97 Due Date 3-27-97
Project: EOSIAMSU-A Sofh_,are: E2.EXE, N9 Rev: 0 Version: 0
SQA Activity: EOS/AMSU-A FQT Date: 3-21-97 Time: 0930 Location:: 170
Control Document: AE26600 Rev: n/c
Section II Discrepancy type: RQMT Design Code Test X Data
Description of Discrepancy:
Doc. Other
A2 Test step 4.3. Full scan science data Menu. Systems fails when selecting full screen print.
Note: Indication is: not enough space allocated for data table/array.
Submitted by: Ray Weller Date: 3-21-97 Ext. 1492 Bldg 160 Dept. 7831
i
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DATA PRINTOUTS FOR AMSU-A2
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TEST DATA SHEETS AND DATA PRINTOUTS FOR AMSU-A1





TEST DATA SHEET 1
Test Case 1 (Paragraph 4.3)
S_T_,_,_ EI,E,,Y_ 3 _" C--Ix.exe.;31
J.=mmentContro_v=., Loa_,_ t'J_ _ - _/--I_ hrr- PE'om5"

















































































TEST DATA SHEET 2
Test Case 2 (Paragraph 4.4)
On_Tested¢_SU-A1o,AMSU-_) E_S/A_3_" A I
s_ r_ _de_ E I. EX'6_ ___ e IX.EX£ 5 3 I
InstrumentControlTapeLoaded _J ot_ - "_'L I_fT "_G J_

































4.4.4k Reflector 5.1.1.264 5Positions 5.1.3.7 r'_;:
4.4.5 Checksum 5.1.3.3,5.1.3.9
sub-address 5.1.3.10
4.4.6 8 Sec Scan 5.1.3.2






















Comments: _'_ (_ _ _:1 p_"_ l.[/-/: _,
E/'-:D ,-/,-//
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TEST DATA SHEETS AND DATA PRINTOUTS FOR AMSU-A2





 cI /fo i
I d .s-_ O OC, - / - _ 7 .S//J,2o,6
TEST DATA SHEET 1
Test Case 1 (Paragraph 4.3)
s/o !5 2:.-. c<
Unit Tested (AMSU-A1 or AMSU-A2) E.(.gS/,,q, II"tSt,( -,4" "Z
STE Tape Loaded E _., IC"___ J_ _" ,_ "/_, _ _( _ j" 2_
Instrument Control Tape Loaded /t) ONE _ F'¢.._x;J4T r3P-o,'w .s


















4.3.2c Cold Cal 5.1.a.2b,d t/
Position 4 5.1.3.1 7F- &
4.3.2d Cold Cal 5.1.1.2b,d
Position 3 5.1.3.1 'Y'.E ..£ "/E S /d c
4.3.2e Cold Cal 5.1.1.2b,d
Position 2 5.1.3.1 ff'_. S" )/£ S /L/c
4.3.2f Cold Cal 5.1.1.2b,d
Position 1 5.1.3.1 /E--£
4.3.2g Nadir 5.1.1.2b,d
5.1.3.1 Y'E_ Yes /_
4.3.2h Warm Cal 5.1.1.2b,d
5.1.3.1 "/E ,3" _/E:.S /X) o






Aerojet System Test: S_/_ J(__,__,_ Date:
AerojetQuality Assurance: _ _gJ4_\J Date:
Customer Representative: Date:
.Other Witness (optional): Date:
E-2
TEST DATA SHEET 2





Unit Tested (AMSU-A1 or AMSU-A2.) _OS/_flt_ -A'?._
STE Tape Loaded E ,2. E _, E; I _" E .2 _. t_. _._ ._ ,2
Instrument control Tape Loaded _o,J E - (_'L, __, HT ?_o n,t _;






























































E_ b E _,,_,,a I _ / Z.. E.,_ ,_ "7";mE c/.' O 0 : O ?_,
Authentication:











EOS, _9-04 E2.EXE;18 NADIR MODE
[ 5 i SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
[ , ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 00
8-APR-98 08:36:232 SCAN NUMBER 1636
COMMANDS
[ 9 ] SCANNER A2 POWER = ON
[ i0 ] ANTENNA IN FULL SCAN MODE = NO
[ II ] ANTENNA IN WARM CAL POSIT = NO
[ 12 ] ANTENNA IN COLD CAL POSIT = NO




SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ]
COLD CAL POSITION 1 =
COLD CAL POSITION 2 =
COLD CAL POSITION 3 =
COLD CAL POSITION 4 =
RESET C&DH PROCESSOR
GSE MODE
IN 9FE8 CALC 9FE8 SA28













EOS _oT04 E2.EXE;18 NADIR MODE
[ 5 J mCiENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
[ ] ENGINEERING ELEY_NT 00
8-APR-98 08:36:562 SCAI_ NLrMBER 1640
[9] SCANNER A2 POWER =
COMMANDS
ON COLD CAL POSITION 1 =
[ I0 ] ANTENNA IN FULL SCAN MODE = NO
[ II ] AN_ENI_A IN WARM CAL POSIT = NO
[ 12 ] AA_ENi_A IN COLD CILL POSIT = NO




SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ]
COLD CAL POSITION 2 =
COLD CAL POSITION 3 =
COLD CAL POSITION 4 =
RESET C&.DH PROCESSOR
GSE MODE
IN A062 CALC A062 SA28













EOS A2_04 E2.EXE;18 NADIR MODE
[ 5:] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ET__EMF_NT 00
[ , ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 00
8-APR-98 08:37:272 SCA_N ND?IBER !E43
DATA STREAM 1 TO 64
NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA
1 9 9 0 17 4 25 66 33 66 41 66 49 66 57 66
2 33 !0 0 18 0 26 182 34 196 42 188 50 192 55 190
3 192 ii 0 19 136 27 66 35 66 43 66 51 66 59 66
4 2 12 0 20 16 28 241 36 248 44 244 52 252 60 246
5 1 13 0 2i 45 29 45 37 45 45 45 53 45 61 45
6 69 14 0 22 i51 30 151 38 151 46 !51 54 151 62 151
7 0 15 0 23 45 31 45 39 45 47 45 55 45 63 45
8 174 16 0 24 iSl 32 151 40 151 48 151 56 151 64 151
[ 21 ] uP [22 ] DOWN
ENGR OK POWER
SELECT BUTTON 2
ON CHECKSUM IN 998E CA.LC 998E SA28
SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ] PRINT [ 3 ] FULL
3 SA29






EOS A2-.04 E2.EXE;!8 COLD CAL MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
f
[ _ ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 00
8 -APR- 98 08:38:072 SCAN hTO.-MBER !_-_S
COMMANDS
[ 9 ] SCANNER A2 POWER = ON
[ i0 ] ANTENNA ZN FULL SCAN MODE = NO
[ ii ] ANTENNA ZN WARM CAL POSIT = NO
[ 12 ] ANTENNA ZN COLD CAL POSIT = YES




SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ]
COLD CAL POSITION 1 =
COLD CAL POSITION 2 =
COLD CAL POSITION 3 =
COLD CAL POSITION 4 =
RESET C&DH PROCESSOR
GSE MODE
IN 5291 CALC 5291 SA28












EOS, A2-04 E2.EXE;18 COLD CAL MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
[ ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 00
8-APR-98 08:38:302 SCAN NUMBER 1651
DATA STREAM 1 TO 64
NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA
! 9 9 0 17 4 25 66 33 66 41 66 49 66 57 66
2 33 !0 0 18 0 26 190 34 196 42 195 50 199 58 192
3 192 !I 0 19 128 27 66 35 66 43 66 51 66 59 66
4 i0 12 0 20 8 28 216 36 221 44 218 52 222 60 215
5 ! 13 0 21 44 29 44 37 44 45 44 53 44 61 44
6 69 14 0 22 254 30 254 38 254 46 254 54 254 62 254
7 0 15 0 23 44 31 44 39 44 47 44 55 44 63 44
8 174 16 0 24 254 32 254 40 254 48 254 56 254 64 254[ 2! ] up [ 22 ] DOWN
ENGR OK POWER
SELECT BUTTON 2
ON CHECKSUM IN 4AA0 CALC 4AA0 SA28
SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ] PRINT [ 3 ] FULL
ii SA29 !




EOS. A2_04 E2.EXE;18 COLD CAL MODE
[ 5 ]4 SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
[ ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 00
8 -APR- 98 08:39:272 SCAN _ER i658
COMMANDS
[ 9 ] SCANNER A2 POWER = OFF
[ I0 ] ANTENNA IN FULL SCAN MODE = NO
[ !! ] ANTENNA IN WARM CAL POSIT = NO
[ 12 ] ANTENNA IN COLD CAL POSIT = YES




SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ]
COLD CAL POSITION 1 =
COLD CAL POSITION 2 =
COLD CAL POSITION 3 =
COLD CAL POSITION 4 =
RESET C&DH PROCESSOR
GSE MODE
IN 4927 CALC 4927 SA28












EOS A2-04 E2.EXE;18 COLD CAL MODE
[ 5 3 SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
[ ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 00
8-APR-98 08:39:512 SCAN h-UMBER 166i
DATA STREAM 1 TO 64
NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DAT_
1 9 9 0 17 4 25 66 33 66 41 66 49 66 57 6_
2 33 !0 0 18 0 26 182 34 194 42 196 50 194 58 197
3 192 !I 0 19 128 27 66 35 66 43 66 51 66 59 66
20 12 0 20 104 28 211 36 213 44 221 52 222 60 22!
5 1 13 0 21 44 29 44 37 44 45 44 53 44 61 44
6 69 14 0 22 254 30 254 38 254 46 254 54 254 62 254
7 0 15 0 23 44 31 44 39 44 47 44 55 44 63 44
8 174 16 0 24 254 32 254 40 254 48 254 56 254 64 254
[ 21 ] UP [ 22 ] DOWN
ENGR OK POWER
SELECT BUTTON 2
ON CHECKSUM IN 4BAE CALC 4BAE SA28
SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ] PRINT [ 3 ] FULL
21 SA29
[ i ] RETUPm




E0L A2,0.4 E2.EXE;18 COLD CAL MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
[ , ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 00
8 -APR- 98 08:40:472 SCAN k-UMBER 1668
COMMANDS
[ 9 ] SCANIq'ER A2 POWER = OFF
[ !0 ] ANTENNA IN FULL SCAN MODE = NO
[ I! ] ANTENNA IN WARM CAL POSIT = NO
[ 12 ] ANTENNA IN COLD CAL POSIT = YES




SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ]
COLD CAL POSITION 1 =
COLD CAL POSITION 2 =
COLD CAL POSITION 3 =
COLD _AL POSITION 4 =
RESET C&DH PROCESSOR
GSE MODE
IN 4A2D CALC 4A2D SA28












EOS A2z04 E2.EXE;18 COLD CAL MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
[ ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 00
8-APR-98 08:41:I12 SCA_N NUMBER 157
DATA STREAM 1 TO 64
NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DAT
1 9 9 0 17 4 25 66 33 66 41 66 49 66 57 6
2 33 !0 0 18 0 26 189 34 197 42 195 50 197 58 19
3 192 !I 0 19 128 27 66 35 66 43 66 51 66 59 6
4 30 12 0 20 72 28 221 36 218 44 219 52 225 60 21
5 ! 13 0 21 44 29 44 37 44 45 44 53 44 61 4
6 69 14 0 22 254 30 254 38 254 46 254 54 254 62 25
7 0 15 0 23 44 31 44 39 44 47 44 55 44 63 4
8 174 16 0 24 254 32 254 40 254 48 254 56 254 64 25
[ 21 ] UP [22 ] DOWN
ENGR OK POWER
SELECT BUTTON 2
ON CHECKSUM IN 48F2 CALC 48F2 SA28
SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ] PRINT [ 3 ] FULL
31 SA29




EOS A2-04 E2.EXE;18 COLD CAL MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
[ ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 00
8-APR-98 08:42:072 SCAN N-J_IB_R !gT_
COMMANDS
[ 9 ] SCANNER A2 POWER = OFF
[ i0 ] AIqTENNA IN FULL SCAN MODE = NO
[ Ii ] A_NTENNA IN WARM CAL POSIT = NO
[ 12 ] ANTENNA IN COLD CAL POSIT = YES




SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ]
COLD CAL POSITION ! =
COLD CAL POSITION 2 =
COLD CAL POSITION 3 =
COLD CAL POSITION 4 =
RESET C&/3H PROCESSOR
GSE MODE
IN 49DB CALC 49DB SA28












EOS A2-04 E2.EXE;18 COLD CAL MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STA-_JS ELEMENT 00
[ ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 00
8-APR-98 08:42:232 SCAN I_rU_E._ !_$0
DATA STREAM 1 TO 64
NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA• NO DATA NO DATA
1 9 9 0 17 4 25 66 33 66 41 66 49 66 57 66
2 33 !0 0 18 0 26 188 34 192 42 198 50 195 58 !97
3 192 II 0 19 128 27 66 35 66 43 66 51 66 59 66
4 39 12 0 20 40 28 223 36 212 44 217 52 221 60 210
5 i 13 0 21 44 29 44 37 44 45 44 53 44 61 44
6 69 14 0 22 254 30 254 38 254 46 254 54 254 62 254
7 0 15 0 23 44 31 44 39 44 47 44 55 44 63 44
8 174 16 0 24 254 32 254 40 254 48 254 56 254 64 254
[ 21 ] UP [ 22 ] DOWN
ENGR OK POWER
SELECT BUTTON 2
ON CHECKSUM IN 4C17 CALC 4C17 SA28
SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ] PRINT [ 3 ] FULL
40 SA29 4f




EOS A2-0.4 E2.EXE;18 COLD CAL MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
[ ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 00
8-APR-98 08:43:112 SCAN NI/MBER !6S6
COMMANDS
[ 9 ] SCANNER A2 POWER = OFF
[ i0 ] ANTENNA IN FULL SCAN MODE = NO
[ !! ] ANTENNA IN WARM CAL POSIT = NO
[ 12 ] ANTENNA IN COLD CAL POSIT = YES




SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ]
COLD CAL POSITION ! =
COLD CAL POSITION 2 =
COLD CAL POSITION 3 =
COLD CAL POSITION 4 =
RESET C&DH PROCESSOR
GSE MODE
IN 4DB7 CALC 4DB7 SA28
PRINT [ 3 ] FULL
YES [ 14 "
No [ z5









EOS. A2-04 E2.EXE;18 COLD CAL MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
[ ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 00
8-APR-98 08:43:272 SCA_N" Nq3b_ER !68_
DATA STREAM 1 TO 64
NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DAT9
1 9 9 0 17 4 25 66 33 66 41 66 49 66 57 6E
2 33 i0 0 18 0 26 195 34 198 42 198 50 200 58 196
3 192 II 0 19 128 27 66 35 66 43 66 51 66 59 6E
4 47 12 0 20 8 28 214 36 221 44 227 52 219 60 224
5 1 13 0 21 44 29 44 37 44 45 44 53 44 61 44
6 69 14 0 22 254 30 254 38 254 46 254 54 254 62 254
7 0 15 0 23 44 31 44 39 44 47 44 55 44 63 44
8 174 16 0 24 254 32 254 40 254 48 254 56 254 64 254
[ 21 ] up [ 22 ] DOWN
ENGR OK POWER
SELECT BUTTON 2
ON CHECKSUM IN 4D19 CALC 4D19 SA28
SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ] PRINT [ 3 ] FULL
48 SA29 z




EOS _A2-04 E2.EXE;18 NADIR MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
[ , ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 00
8 -APR- 98 08:44:162 SCAN IqUMBER 169-'_
COMMANDS
[ 9 ] SCA/qN'ER A2 POWER = OFF
[ i0 ] ANTENNA IN FULL SCAN MODE = NO
[ II ] ANTENNA IN WARM CAL POSIT = NO
[ 12 ] ANTENNA IN COLD CAL POSIT = NO




SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ]
COLD CAL POSITION 1 =
COLD CAL POSITION 2 =
COLD CAL POSITION 3 =
COLD CAL POSITION 4 =
RESET C&DH PROCESSOR
GSE MODE
IN 4AE5 CALC 4AE5 SA28












EOS A.2_04 E2.EXE;18 NADIR MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
[ ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 00
8-APR- 98 08:44:392 SCAN N-OMBER 1697
DATA STREAM 1 TO 64
NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA
! 9 9 0 17 4
2 33 i0 0 18 0
3 192 ii 0 19 128
4 56 12 0 20 16
5 ! 13 0 21 44
6 69 14 0 22 254
7 0 15 0 23 44
8 174 16 0 24 254
[21] UP
25 66 33 66
26 186 34 195
27 66 35 66
28 220 36 226
29 44 37 44
30 254 38 254
31 44 39 44
32 254 40 254
[ 22 ] DOWN
41 66 49 66 57 66
42 197 50 194 58 196
43 66 51 66 59 66
44 221 52 226 60 222
45 44 53 44 61 44
46 254 54 254 62 254
47 44 55 44 63 44
48 254 56 254 64 254
ENGR OK POWER
SELECT BUTTON 2
ON CHECKSUM IN 4A36 CALC 4A3 6 SA28
SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ] PRINT [ 3 ] FULL
57 SA29 5




EOS A2-04 E2.EXE;18 WARM CAL MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
[ ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 00
8-APR-98 08:45:442 SCAN _ER 1705
COMMANDS
[ 9 ] SCANkrER A2 POWER = OFF
[ i0 ] ANTENNA IN FULL SCAN MODE = NO
[ iI ] ANTENNA IN WARM CAL POSIT = YES
[ 12 ] ANTENNA IN COLD CAL POSIT = NO




SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ]
COLD CAL POSITION 1 =
COLD CAL POSITION 2 =
COLD CAL POSITION 3 =
COLD CAL POSITION 4 =
RESET C&DH PROCESSOR
GSE MODE
IN 4COC CALC 4COC SA28








[ 1 ] RETURN




EOS. A2-04 E2.EXE;18 WARM CAL MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
[ ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 00
8-APR-98 08:46:172 SC._N NUMBER 1709
- ...
DATA STRE/_M 1 TO 64
NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA
1 9 9 0 17 4 25 66 33 66 41 66 49 66 57 66
2 33 i0 0 18 0 26 187 34 197 42 195 50 191 58 190
3 192 !I 0 19 128 27 66 35 66 43 66 51 66 59 66
4 68 12 0 20 4 28 220 36 221 44 219 52 221 60 219
5 1 13 0 21 44 29 44 37 44 45 44 53 44 61 44
6 69 14 0 22 254 30 254 38 254 46 254 54 254 62 254
7 0 15 0 23 44 31 44 39 44 47 44 55 44 63 44
8 174 16 0 24 254 32 254 40 254 48 254 56 254 64 254
[ 21 ] UP [ 22 ] DOWN
ENGR OK POWER
SELECT BUTTON 2
ON CHECKSUM IN 4BC2 CALC 4BC2 SA28
SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ] PRINT [ 3 ] FULL
69 SA29 6




E0S .A2-0.4 E2.EXE;18 FULL SCAN MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
[ ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 00
8 -APR- 98 08:47:222 SCAN N_ER lJ_/
COMMANDS
[ 9 ] SCANNER A2 POWER = ON
[ I0 ] ANTENNA IN FULL SCAN MODE = YES
[ II ] ANTENNA IN WARM CAL POSIT = NO
[ 12 ] ANTENNA IN COLD CAL POSIT = NO




SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ]
COLD CAL POSITION i.=
COLD CAL POSITION 2 =
COLD CAL POSITION 3 =
COLD CAL POSITION 4 =
RESET C&DH PROCESSOR
GSE MODE
IN 23DD CALC 23DD SA28












EOS A2-04 E2.EXE;18 FULL SCAN MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEb_qT 00
[ ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 00
8-APR-98 08:47:382 SCAN" _'MBER 1719
DATA STREAM 1 TO 64
NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA
1 9 9 0 17 4
2 34 I0 0 18 0
3 192 I! 0 19 136
4 78 12 0 20 2
5 1 13 0 21 62
6 93 14 0 22 195
7 0 15 0 23 62
8 174 16 0 24 195
[21] UP
25 66 33 66
26 196 34 196
27 66 35 66
28 212 36 214
29 61 37 60
30 147 38 99
31 61 39 60
32 149 40 I01
[ 22 ] DOWN
41 66 49 66 57 66
42 198 50 194 58 197
43 66 51 66 59 66
44 214 52 211 60 204
45 59 53 58 61 56
46 55 54 7 62 215
47 59 55 58 63 56
48 57 56 7 64 217
ENGR OK POWER
SELECT BUTTON 2
ON CHECKSUM IN 3B8D CALC 3B8D SA28
SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ] PRINT [ 3 ] FULL
79 SA29 7
[ i ] RE T'jR.._"
E-22
EOS -A_-O-4 E2.EXE;18 FULL SCAN MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
[ _ ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 00
8 -APR- 98
Report 10974A
• . 29 Oct 98
09:08:275 SCAN NUMBER 2E
CO_{_ANDS
[ 9 ] SCANNER A2 POWER = ON
[ i0 ] ANTENNA IN FULL SCAN MODE = YES
[ i! ] ANTENNA iN WARM CAL POSIT = NO
[ 12 ] ANTENNA IN COLD CAL POSIT = NO




SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ]
COLD CAL POSITION 1 =
COLD CAL POSITION 2 =
COLD CAL POSITION 3 =
COLD CAL POSITION 4 =
RESET C&DH PROCESSOR
GSE MODE
IN 473F CALC 473F SA28































REFL POS 1 2ND LOOK
SCENE DATA BP 1 CH
CH
18 REFLECTOR POSITION 2
20 REFL POS 2 2ND LOOK
22 SCENE DATA BP 2 CH
24 CH
26 REFLECTOR POSITION 3
28 REFL POS 3 2ND LOOK
30 SCENE DATA BP 3 CH
32 CH
34 REFLECTOR POSITION 4
36 REFL POS 4 2ND _OOK
38 SCENE DATA BP 4' CH
40 CH 2
2 REFLECTOR POSITION 5
REFL POS 5 2ND LOOK
46 SCENE DATA BP 5 CH 1
48 CH 2
50 REFLECTOR POSITION 6
52 REFL POS 6 2ND LOOK
54 SCENE DATA BP 6 CH 1
56 CH 2
58 REFLECTOR POSITION 7
60 REFL POS 7 2ND LOOK
62 SCENE DATA BP 7 CH 1
64 CH 2
66 REFLECTOR POSITION 8
68 REFL POS 8 2ND LOOK
70 SCENE DATA BP 8 CH •i
72 CH 2
74 REFLECTOR POSITION 9
76 REFL POS 9 2ND LOOK
78 SCENE DATA BP 9 CH 1
80 CH 2
82 REFLECTOR POSITION i0
84 REFL POS i0 2ND LOOK
86 SCENE DATA BP 10 CH 1
88 CH 2
90 REFLECTOR POSITION ii
92 REFL POS ii 2ND LOOK






















































138 REFLECTOR POSITION 17
140 REFL POS 17 2ND LOOK
142 SCENE DATA BP 17 CH
144 CH
146 REFLECTOR POSITION 18
148 REFL POS 18 2ND LOOK
1
2
150 -SCENE DATA BP 18 CH 1
152 CH 2
154 REFLECTOR POSITION 19
156 REFL POS 19 2ND LOOK
158 SCENE DATA BP 19 CH 1
160 CH 2
162 REFLECTOR POSITION 20
164 REFL POS 20 2ND LOOK
166 SCENE DATA BP 20 CH 1
168 CH 2
170 REFLECTOR POSITION 21
172 REFL POS 21 2ND LOOK
174 SCENE DATA BP 21 CH 1
176 CH 2
178 REFLECTOR POSITION 22
180 REFL POS 22 2ND LOOK
182 SCENE DATA BP 22 CH 1
184 CH 2
186 REFLECTOR POSITION 23
188 REFL POS 23 2ND LOOK
190 SCENE DATA BP 23 CH 1
192 CH 2
194 REFLECTOR POSITION 24
196 REFL POS 24 2N]D LOOK
198 SCENE DATA BP 24 CH 1
200 CH 2
202 REFLECTOR POSITION 25
204 REFL POS 25 2ND LOOK
206 SCENE DATA BP 25 CH 1
208 CH 2
210 REFLECTOR POSITION 26
212 REFL POS 26 2ND LOOK
214 SCENE DATA BP 26 CH 1
216 CH 2
218 REFLECTOR POSITION 27
220 REFL POS 27 2ND LOOK
222 SCENE DATA BP 27 CH 1
224 CH 2
226 REFLECTOR POSITION 28
228 REFL POS 28 21qD LOOK
230 SCENE DATA BP 28 CH 1
232 CH 2
234 REFLECTOR POSITION 29




















































































REFL POS 12 2ND LOOK
SCENE DATA, BP 12 _ CH 1 •
CH 2
REFLECTOR POSITION 13
REFL POS 13 2ND LOOK
SCENE DATA BP 13 CH i
CH 2
REFLECTOR POSITION 14
REFL POS 14 2ND LOOK
SCENE DATA BP 14 CH 1
CH 2
REFLECTOR POSITION 15
REFL POS 15 2ND LOOK
SCENE DATA BP 15 CH 1
CH 2
REFLECTOR POSITION 16
REFL POS 16 2ND LOOK

















































MIXER/IF AMPLIFIER CHANNEL 1
MIXER/IF AMPLIFIER CHANNEL 2
LOCAL OSCILLATOR CHANNEL 1













TEMP SENSOR REFERENCE VOLTAGE
SCENE DATA BP 29 CH
CH
REFLECTOR POSITION 30
REFL POS 30 2ND LOOK
SCENE DATA BP 30 CH
CH
REFLECTOR COLD CAL POS
REFL COLD CAL 2ND LOOK
COLD CALDATA 1 CH
CH
COLD CAL DATA 2 CH
CH
REFLECTOR WARM CAL POS
REFL WARM CAL 2ND LOOK
WARM CAL DATA 1 CH
CH
WARM CAL DATA 2 CH
CH































































EOS..:_2.04 E2.EXE;i8 -MODE & STATUS 8 -APR- 98 09:08:34 PAGE 3
DESCRIPTION
mmL SCAN MODE
ANTENNA IN WA_R.M CAL MODE
ANTENNA IN COLD CAL MODE
ANTENNA IN NADIR MODE
COLD CAL POSITION LSB















RF SHELF TEMPERATURE #i
WARM LOAD TEMPERATURE





































• _ L.j,- "- ."-.. -











FIXED TARGET FLOW METER_














































































FIXED TARGET N2 PRESSURE PSI
FIXED TARGET N2 FLOW LB/HR
VARIABLE TARGET N2 PRESSURE PSI
VARIABLE TARGET N2 FLOW LB/HR
BASEPLATE N2 PRESSURE .PSI
BASEPLATE N2 FLOW LB/HR
FIXED TARGET BYPASS RELAY
VARIABLE TARGET LN2 RELAY
VARIABLE TARGET GN2 RELAY
TARGET LN2 SUPPLY RELAY
BASEPLATE GN2 SUPPLY RELAY
HOT GN2 PURGE RELAY
VARIABLE TARGET LN2 BYPASS RELAY
BASEPLATE GN2 BYPASS RELAY


























. .- : • . -. . .7-" ." " • .
EOS..A_---C-4 E2.EXE;I8 FULL SCAN MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ]-CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
[ , ]. ENGINEERING ELEMENT 00
8-APR-98 08:48:422 SCAN NI/MBER 1727
DATA STREAM I- TO 64
NO DATA NO - DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA NO DATA
1 9 9 0 17 4 25 66 33 - 66 41 66 49 66 57 66
2 34 I0 0 18 0 26 193 34 196 42 203 50 198 58 196
3 192 II 0 19 136 27 66 35 66 43 66 51 66 59 66
4 86 12 0 20 2 28 215 36 211 44 213 52 211 60 205
5 1 13 0 21 62 29 61 37 60 45 59 53 58 61 56
6 93 14 0 22 195 3_ 149 38 I01 46 57 54 5 62 215
7 0 15 0 23 62 31 61 39 60 47 59 55 58 63 56
8 174 16 0 24 195 32 147 40 103 48 59 56 9 64 217
[ 21 ] UP [ 22 ] DOWN
ENGR OK POWER ON CHECKSUM IN 43A9 CALC 43A9 SA28
SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ] PRINT [ 3 ] FULL
SELECT BUTTON 2
87 SA29 8
[ ! ] RETURN
E-28
EOS . A%--O.4 E2.EXE; 18 FULL -SCAN MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
[ , ]. ENSlNEERING "ELEMENT 9
Report 10974A
29 Oct 98
8-APR-98 09:51:078 SCAN _q/_ER 13!









[ 22 ] DOWN
ON CHECKSUM IN 3 lAB CALC 3 lAB SA28
SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ] PRINT [ 3 ] FULL
543 SA29 543
[ ! ] RETURN




EOS...A2--04 E2.EXE718 FULL SCAN MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
t , ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 9
8-APR-98 09:51:238 SCAN k.TLT_.._43_._ER!3:
















17084 17 17-086 25 17083
17077 18 17081 26 17080
17079 19 17085 27 17079
17085 20 17083 28 17079
17081 21 17081 29 17082
"1707622 17079 30 17080
17077 23 17081 CC 17080
17082 24 17081 WC 17067
[ 22 ] DOWN
ON CHECKSUM IN 4937 CALC 4937 SA28
SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ] PRINT [ 3 ] FULL
545 SA29 5,





EOS -A-?.%n4 E2.EXE;18 FULL SCAN MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
[ i ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 9
8-APR-98 09:51:318 SCAN NrL_MBER










ON CHECKSUM IN 4E24 CALC 4E24 SA28
SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ] PRINT [ 3 ] FULL
546 SA29 54




EOS :-Aq_,_4 E2 .EXE; 18 FULL SCAN MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
[ , ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 9
8-APR-98 09:51:478 SCAN NUMBER










ON CHECKSUM IN 5030 CALC 5030 SA28
SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ] PRINT [ 3 ] FULL
548 SA29 54:




EOS Aq_Q4 E2.EXE;18 FULL SCAN MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00
[ , ] ENGINEERING ELEMENT 9
8-APR-98 09:52:038 SCA_ _ER
LOCAL OSCILLATOR-CH 1 +!0 VDC I0.04
!38
BP LOOK 1 LOOK 2 BP
1 8033 8033 9
2 7881 7881 10
3 7730 7730 II
4 7579 7581 12
5 7427 7427 13
6 7276 7276 14
7 7123 7125 15
8 6970 6973 16
REFLECTOR POSITIONS
LOOK 1 LOOK 2 BP LOOK 1
6817 6821 17 5605
6665 6670 18 5452
6518 6519 19 5301
6365 6367 20 5152
6213 6217 21 5000
6062 6064 22 4848
5910 5912 23 4698
5758 5760 24 4545
LOOK 2 BP LOOK ! LOOK 2
5609 25 4394 4394
5456 26 4238 4243
5304 27 4089 4092
5153 28 3936 3939
5002 29 3787 3789
4851 30 3635 3637
4699 CC 2041 2043
4547 WC 14028 14028
ENGR OK POWER
SELECT BUTTON 2
ON CHECKSUM IN 50BA CALC 50BA SA28
SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ] PRINT [ 3 ] FULL
550 SA29 55





EOS- :Ao-04 E2.E.Y.E;18 FULL SCAN MODE
[ 5 ] SCIENCE DATA ELEMENT 0000
8-APR-98 09:52:198 SCAN NiD4BER
[ 6 ] CONTROL/STATUS ELEMENT 00





4 MIXER IF CH 1
5 MIXER IF CH 2
6 LO CHANNEL 1
















TEMP C NO DATA
23.39 II RF SHELF 19114
24.01 12 DET/PREAMP 19511
25.12 13 WARM LOAD CNTR 23227
25.98 14 WARM LOAD 2 23760
26.1_ 15 WARM LOAD 3 23371
25.66 16 WARM LOAD 4 23248
26.36 17 WARM LOAD 5 23231
44.72 18 WARM LOAD 6 23729
23.20 19 WARM LOAD 1 23589














ON CHECKSUM IN 4F78 CALC 4F78 SA28
SCREEN ONLY [ 2 ] PRINT [ 3 ] FULL
552 SA29 55
[ 1 ] RE!q/RN
E-34
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